
SAN LORENZO +  
IRIS VAN HERPEN
GABRIELA MESQUITA



made to measure yachts since1958
ITALIAN shipbuilding company bases:

MASSIMO  
PEROTTI
owner

PIERO  
LISSONI

art director

SERGIO  
BUTTIGLIERI

style director

SANLORENZO

]
AMEGLIA
headquarter

VIAREGGIO
yachts

LA SPEZIA
superyachts

24-70 m
(79-230 ft)
in length



every single yacht is CUSTOM
+  
UNIQUE
with

LUXURY MATERIALS
HANDCRAFTED  
PRODUCTION

PHILOSOPHY
SX88



SD126
LENGTH: 37,95 m // 124,5 ft

MAX BEAM: 8 m // 26,25 ft

MAX SPEED: 17 knots

DRAUGHT AT FULL LOAD: 2,35 m // 7,7 ft

ENGINES: 2 x MTU 12V2000M86  

GUEST ACCOMODATION: 10 people  

CREW ACCOMODATION: 5 crew
1 captain

HARMONY  
ELEGANCE  
TRADITION

] ]

ENGINES: 2 x MTU 12V2000M86  

GUEST ACCOMODATION: 10 people  

CREW ACCOMODATION: 5 crew
1 captain



started fashion label in

2007

work has been included in
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF
ART, Victoria & Albert Museum,  
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, and Palais  
de Tokyo

DUTCH fashion designer  
born June 5, 1984

]
IRIS VAN

HERPEN

]



BIOMIMICRY

CERN
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION  
FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

BALLET

]

INFLUENCES

]



FANTASY COUTOUR
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WOMEN’S WEAR

3D PRINTING

A HYBRID dance to a freedom of form

“The body and female forms are my canvas to visualize the invisible, shaping a continuous dance  
between craftsmanship and innovation... I search for symbiotic relationships... beauty at the intersection of
precision and chaos, art and science, the artificial and the organic...”

]

- IRIS VAN HERPEN]






STYLETECHNOLOGY + HAUTE 
COUTURE CRAFTSMANSHIP






COLLAB
IRIS

+  
SAN LORENZO



UNIQUE

HAND-CRAFTED

DETAIL ORIENTED

IRIS
+
SAN LORENZO



described as a cozy, communal feeling, like the warm sensation one  
has when surrounded by friends
//
involves a positive atmosphere, flow or vibe that colors the individual’s
personal experience in a favorable & fun way

GEZELLIG
[heh-sell-ick]
DUTCH origin

CONCEPT



The yacht interiors are designed following the guidelines of Iris Van
Herpen’s inspiration of interconnected neutrotransmitters in our
bodies.

The connections and energy are reflected in the spaces, fostering  
engagement and communal activities and creating a gezellig feeling  
for its users.

The colors utilized in her recent collection - blue, purple, and gold -
are the base of the project’s palette. Movements found in nature,  
physics, & ballet are represented with repetition and curvilinear forms
through elements such 3D printed furniture. This will be combined 
with San Lorenzo’s artisanal & laced details in millwork, flooring, and 
vertical surfaces.

The design choices create a unique, handcrafted, and detail oriented
yacht that reflects the San Lorenzo and Iris Van Herpen brands.

GEZELLIG CONCEPT



create an interconnected feeling // ceiling & floor  
elements branching out from one another help  
give users a sense of communal connectivity  
within the space

GUIDELINES
LACED INTRICACIES



give refinement to elements such as millwork and  
vertical surfaces for this unique yacht // brass  
finishes & backlit elements consistent throughout  
the interior

GUIDELINES
ARTISANAL DETAILS



GUIDELINES
CURVILINEAR FORMS

establish a feeling of calm and gives the space a  
feeling of movement, much like that found in ballet  
& nature // purple paths on floor and vivid ceilings  
make the space feel alive



allow for sense of movement // custom made  
lighting fixtures, organic materials, and consistent  
path designations throughout the yacht

GUIDELINES
REPETITION



MATERIALS

“It’s really a balance between having the right technique and
the right material together and when you find that perfect
combination, it becomes freedom.”

]
- IRIS VAN HERPEN
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DESIGN



FLY BRIDGE

LOWER DECK

MAIN DECK

UPPER DECK

= interior

= vertical  
circulation

= exterior
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FLY BRIDGE

LOWER DECK

MAIN DECK

UPPER DECK

G
EZELLIG



PLANS
FLY BRIDGE
sunbathing  
pool
lounge area

UPPER DECK
living room  
bar area  
aft lounge

MAIN DECK
living room  
dining room  
master cabin

LOWER DECK
bedroom 1 + 2
bedroom 3 + 4
relax room
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aft lounge living dining
master  
cabin

MAIN DECK

PORT

STARBOARD



AFT LOUNGE

main deck



main deck

ENTRY



main deck

DINING



main deck

DINING



main deck

MASTER  
CABIN



UPPER DECK

aft lounge bar living

PORT

STARBOARD



upper deck

BAR



BAR

upper deck



LIVING

upper deck



LIVING

upper deck



FLY BRIDGE

pool fore lounge

PORT

STARBOARD



fly bridge

POOL



FORE  
LOUNGE

fly bridge
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